Rethinking the Mobile Food Journal: Exploring Opportunities for Lightweight Photo-Based Capture
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ABSTRACT

Food choices are among the most frequent and important health decisions in everyday life, but remain notoriously difficult to capture. This work examines opportunities for lightweight photo-based capture in mobile food journals. We first report on a survey of 257 people, examining how they define healthy eating, their experiences and challenges with existing food journaling methods, and their ability to interpret nutritional information that can be captured in a food journal. We then report on interviews and a field study with 27 participants using a lightweight, photo-based food journal for between 4 to 8 weeks. We discuss mismatches between motivations and current designs, challenges of current approaches to food journaling, and opportunities for photos as an alternative to the pervasive but often inappropriate emphasis on quantitative tracking in mobile food journals.
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INTRODUCTION

Food choices are among the most frequent and important health decisions in everyday life, yet it remains notoriously difficult to understand our food choices. People eat in many different contexts and have widely varying motivations and constraints on food. Being mindful of the quality and quantity of food choices is a crucial component of a healthy life [35,36], and food journals can be effective for monitoring food intake [8,15]. The implications of food also go beyond health, as food is central to our daily experiences and our relationship with food varies according to personal contexts and goals [14]. But food journals impose high burdens that detract from their potential benefit [11,12]. Effective food journaling is thus a grand challenge for personal informatics.
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Figure 1. An entry in our lightweight photo-based food journal. No calorie or nutrition information is shown, as the journal instead logs meal enjoyment, location context, and social context.

Automated sensing has proven powerful in some domains of human activity, but remains out of reach for food despite recent advances [1,3,18,27,29,32,38]. It is also unclear whether automation is desirable, as it may undermine in-the-moment awareness created by food journaling [36]. Some existing methods involve taking photos of food as an intermediate step toward collecting underlying nutritional information [18,27,38]. We step further back, asking what people want to capture about food and what value photos themselves might provide in a lightweight food journal.

Our work examines lightweight photo-based capture and reflection, reconsidering the common assumption that a quantitative approach is required. We first present a survey examining how people define healthy eating, experiences and challenges with existing food journals, and how people interpret the healthiness of food presented as either photos or nutrition labels. We then present interviews and field deployments of a lightweight, photo-based mobile food journal. A total of 27 people with varying food goals from two distinct trials use our application to journal for between 4 to 8 weeks. We explore reactions to a design focused on food photos in lieu of nutritional information and examine the value of food photos with regard to their goals. Finally, we discuss our results in the context of rethinking challenges and opportunities in the design of mobile food journals.
The specific contributions of our work include:

- Examination of how people define healthy eating, their experiences and challenges with food journaling, and their interpretation of nutritional information that can be captured in a journal. This includes surveying 257 people to define healthy eating and to rate the healthiness of foods presented as either photos or nutrition labels.
- A field study examining a lightweight photo-based food journal. Specifically, we build and deploy DECAF with 27 people with varying food goals from two distinct trials, each for between 4 to 8 weeks. We examine the challenges participants encounter in journaling relative to their prior methods, the value they find in photos, and differences according to their food goals.
- Discussion of opportunities for lightweight photo-based capture and reflection in mobile food journals. In contrast to quantitative designs, our results suggest an opportunity for qualitative capture and reflection to help support the diversity of goals that people bring to food journaling.

RELATED WORK
We review six areas of related work: benefits, traditional methods, challenges, automation, photos and alternative representations, and alternative views on food journals.

Benefits of Food Journaling
Food journaling can provide benefit across many areas of health. Hollis et al. found weight-loss patients who kept regular food journals lost twice as much weight as patients who kept no records [16]. Reflective analysis of daily food intake and symptom progression is critical in diabetes management, thus motivating food journals and more comprehensive health monitoring systems that help scaffold understanding and interpreting collected data [21,22]. Similarly, food journals and elimination diets are critical tools in identifying and managing food allergies [15,30].

In addition to creating a record, journaling can encourage healthier choices by increasing in-the-moment awareness. Prior studies have found increased mindfulness encouraged journalers to avoid consuming unhealthy foods [17,36].

Traditional Food Journaling Methods
Early methods used lengthy interviews and questionnaires to understand patient eating habits [24]. Recall and paper diaries remain popular in the medical community [7], but mobile devices have become powerful journaling tools. Early research proposed using mobile devices to provide real-time feedback on daily calorie budgets [33]. Outside the medical community, many common commercial phone applications now support using food databases to journal calories and other nutritional information relative to a daily budget (e.g., MyFitnessPal, Lose It!). A person journals food by searching for each component of a meal in the database and then entering portion information. Many applications also allow storing custom recipes, shortcuts for commonly eaten foods, or using barcode scanners to quickly enter packaged foods. Others strive to simplify journaling using a point system (e.g., Weight Watchers).

Challenges of Food Journaling
The high level of engagement required for food journaling can quickly lead to fatigue and reduced compliance [4,12]. Choe et al. found self-trackers across a variety of domains encounter key difficulties in tracking too much information or information that is irrelevant to their goals, contributing to fatigue and abandonment [10]. In research reviewed later in this paper, Cordeiro et al. examine barriers and negative nudges in current food journals [11].

Another important problem is data hoarding, the practice of completing many delayed entries at once [31]. Our interest in photo-based journals is partially motivated by a desire to examine how photo-based capture might reduce fatigue, but also that temptation to hoard might be reduced because a person can only take a photo of food before or during its consumption.

An additional food journaling challenge is the accuracy of journaled nutrition information. Journaled calories can be inaccurate by 20% to 50% [19,20], due to difficulty finding appropriate entries in food databases, unreliable entries in those databases, and difficulty estimating portions [11,35]. Inaccurate estimates are problematic for people relying on them to make decisions relative to a daily budget, especially when combined with errors in estimating calorie expenditure. This plays a role in a popular backlash against gaining weight while following the guidance of popular fitness devices [34].

Automating Food Journals
Researchers have investigated automating food journaling by detecting chewing sounds [1,29] or scanning grocery receipts [23]. Others have proposed automatically capturing meal photos using wearable devices, such as SenseCams [3,32]. In addition to automatic image capture, there have been several attempts to automate nutrition entry, including crowdsourcing nutrient estimates [27] and using computer vision to recognize foods [18,38]. But visually similar foods can have vastly different nutritional profiles (e.g., due to the presence of condiments not visible in a photo, according to whether the food is homemade or processed). As previously noted, full automation may also undermine the mindfulness benefits of food journaling [36]. We designed our photo-based journal to lower the burden of journaling while still requiring active involvement in data capture.

Photos and Alternative Representations in Food Journals
Prior work has proposed food photos to simplify journaling. Photos can be used for estimating nutrient content and portion sizes [6,26] or directly for reflection [5,13]. Zepeda and Deal compare food journaling with paper versus a camera, finding in-the-moment photos increase awareness of unhealthy eating [37]. Frost and Smith develop a system to support diabetes patients in taking and viewing photos in conjunction with visualizations of blood glucose levels, including but not limited to food photos [13]. They report some participants observed trends between foods consumed and blood glucose. Research has also explored other representations for food journals, often intended to simplify capture. Andrew et al.’s POND journaled according to food components (e.g., grains, vegetables, sodium, solid fats,
added circumventing database search by directly journaling components [2]. Mattila et al. present a multi-dimensional wellness diary that emphasized minimal entry designed for long-term self-tracking, finding sustained usage they argue contrasts with what could be expected of more burdensome journals [25]. We build upon these prior results to examine direct use of photos for lightweight capture and reflection in support of a variety of food-related goals, focusing on contrasts to challenges reported by participants with prior journaling methods.

Alternative Views on Journaling
Many food journals are designed with a focus on persuasion and behavior change, but research has critiqued this as a limiting view. Purpura et al. present Fit4Life, a fictional persuasive system promoting healthy behavior and ideal weight, then use it to discuss issues of control and coercion in self-tracking [28]. Baumer et al. similarly argue a focus on prescriptive persuasion is limiting, then create VERA to examine open-ended social awareness as an alternative approach [5]. More focused on food, Grimes and Harper critique what they term “corrective technology” and suggest “celebratory technology” as an alternative, noting that food journaling can be used as a reflective task to capture positive aspects related to food, such as time spent with family and friends, moments of creativity, and meaningful exchanges [14]. We build on these perspectives of personal empowerment, in that our focus on qualitative capture and reflection in a photo-based journal allows people to interpret their journal according to their personal goals.

FOOD JOURNALING SURVEY
We conducted a survey of 257 people (162 female) of which 141 had current or past food journaling experience. Respondents were recruited from university and local mailing lists, Facebook groups, and Fitbit and MyFitnessPal forums. The median age was 30 years (range: 19 to 70). The majority of respondents (64%) had Body Mass Index (BMI) scores within the normal range, with 10 people opting out of providing height and weight information. Table 1 shows additional survey participant demographics.

All survey respondents were first asked “What does healthy eating look like to you?” They were then asked to rate the healthiness of 9 foods on a scale of 1 (Very Unhealthy) to 7 (Very Healthy), using food images or the corresponding nutrition labels. The images and nutrition labels represented the same foods but were presented in a random order. The foods correspond to a range of nutritional profiles, selected to fall into four groups: (1) foods that look healthy in a photo, but unhealthy on a nutritional label (avocado, salmon, mixed nuts), (2) foods that look unhealthy in a photo, but look healthy on a nutritional label (waffles, mac and cheese), (3) foods that look healthy on both (apple, cucumber), and (4) foods that look unhealthy on both (burger, cake). The nutrition labels presented the nutritional information for a single serving. Figure 3 shows a sample food photo and corresponding nutritional label. We note that food is complex, and the medical community has no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. We surveyed current and past journalers to examine their perspectives on healthy eating and their experiences with current food journaling methods.</th>
<th>Past Journalers</th>
<th>Current Journalers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>69 Female, 25 Male</td>
<td>36 Female, 11 Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>M: 34, SD: 9.5, Min/Max: 21/70</td>
<td>M: 34, SD: 11.7, Min/Max: 19/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>M: 25, SD: 4.6, Min/Max: 17/43</td>
<td>M: 28, SD: 7, Min/Max: 19/53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length Journaling</td>
<td>Median: 2-3 months, Min/Max: 1 week / 2+ years</td>
<td>Median: 7-12 months, Min/Max: 1 week / 2+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits of Journaling</td>
<td>I feel better about myself (17), it helps me lose weight (35), it makes me think about my eating decisions (75), it helps me find patterns (42), it helps me have a record (44)</td>
<td>I feel better about myself (14), it helps me lose weight (34), it makes me think about my eating decisions (40), it helps me find patterns (23), it helps me have a record (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of Journaling</td>
<td>Paper (45), MyFitnessPal (18), Weight Watchers (13), Other Mobile (22), Desktop / Website (19), Fitbit (2), Others (18)</td>
<td>Paper (2), MyFitnessPal (25), Weight Watchers (3), Other Mobile (7), Desktop / Website (4), Fitbit (7), Others (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Journal (Remember to log...)</td>
<td>all of their food (30), most of their food (45), 75% of their food (14), 50% of their food (3), mostly forgot (1)</td>
<td>all of their food (20), most of their food (16), 75% of their food (8), 50% of their food (1), 25% of their food (1), mostly forgot (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Meals are Logged</td>
<td>after eating (48), end of the day (19), when remember (8), before eating (4), other (6)</td>
<td>after eating (21), when remember (6), before eating (12), other (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of Caloric Journaling</td>
<td>64 used calorie journaling: 37 used databases, 31 used the internet, 25 used nutrition labels, 18 estimated on their own, 8 used a book or other resource</td>
<td>40 used calorie journaling: 28 used databases, 19 use the internet, 23 use nutrition labels, 2 estimate on their own, 3 use a book or other resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This single objective measure for rating food healthiness [9]. This survey targets respondent perceptions of healthiness.

Past and current journalers were further asked to respond to questions about their goals for food journaling, their journaling methods, the benefits received from journaling, as well as experiences and difficulties in journaling. Respondents who no longer journaled were additionally asked questions targeting their reasons for stopping. We used open coding techniques on open-ended questions to extract themes and gain an understanding of trends.

SURVEY RESULTS
We present survey results in four sections: healthy eating as defined by respondents, food journaling barriers, when and why past journalers stop journaling, and comparing healthiness ratings between photos and nutrition labels. Additional analysis of responses regarding current and past food journaling practices is available in [11], with this paper focusing on their relevance to photo-based food journaling.

What Does Healthy Eating Look Like
Responses to “What does healthy eating look like to you?” identified a variety of perspectives, summarized in Figure 2. Responses include consensus around several themes: eating more vegetables (77%), more fruit (53%), or more protein (33%), maintaining a balanced diet (29%), and avoiding processed foods (29%).

In contrast, we note only 24 (9%) respondents mentioned calories. Calories are probably the most pervasive metric for weight-loss and nutrition journaling, but reducing food to such a single numeric value often loses the dimensions respondents said were important (e.g., eating more vegetables, eating more fruit, having a balanced diet,
Incentivizing foods that are easier to track, even though journaling can artificially limit food choices by foods that were hard to log. When respondents found this tedious, some even reported avoiding adding entries for foods not found in a database, but many conflicted with how they defined healthy eating (e.g., to eat food that was too difficult to enter. Additional reasons for not journaling included not knowing what was in a meal (40%) or social contexts (20%), such as not wanting to journal in front of friends. This shows that forgetting is not the only challenge in current approaches to capture, thus suggesting opportunities for new designs. But 13% of respondents further reported they intentionally avoided journaling when they ate something unhealthy or did not want to record exceeding a calorie budget: “Sometimes I feel like not logging things because I know it’s really unhealthy.” (P117). This is problematic in that deciding against capture undermines later reflection or analysis.

Although respondents reported packaged food and fast food were the easiest to journal with their prior tools, that conflicted with how they defined healthy eating (e.g., to eat less processed foods). Most journaling applications allow adding entries for foods not found in a database, but many respondents found this tedious. Some even reported avoiding food that was hard to track, instead turning to packaged food: “They weren’t on the list. I just avoided eating things that were hard to log.” (SP132). This exposes a concern that journaling can artificially limit food choices by incentivizing foods that are easier to track, even though those foods may not support journaler goals. Cordeiro et al. discuss this as a negative nudge in current journals [11].

When and Why Did Past Journalers Stop
Of 141 respondents with prior food journaling experience, 94 no longer kept a food journal. Their most common method was paper (48%), and they reported keeping a journal for a median of between 2 to 3 months. In contrast, current journalers primarily used technology (98%) and reported journaling for a median of 7 to 12 months. This suggests technology-simplified journaling is supporting longer-term journaling. The most commonly stated reason for stopping was reduced value over time (37%), either because a new habit was established or a goal was reached. Other reasons included journaling requiring too much effort (25%), being too time consuming (16%), and a loss of motivation (10%). Reasons for stopping were often complex with many factors contributing to the decision.

SP27 was representative of encountering multiple barriers and ultimately deciding to abandon journaling: “It was too time consuming and tedious. I also did not know what to enter if I ate out, so I often did not enter data and that compounded. I also felt embarrassed to do it in front of friends so I stopped. It seemed like more work than it was worth.” We further discuss these general challenges to food journaling in Cordeiro et al. [11], with the remainder of this paper focusing on our lightweight photo-based food journal.

Comparing Food Representations
We hypothesized food representation impacts perception of healthiness. We tested this by asking respondents to rate 9 food photos and their corresponding nutrition labels on a scale of 1 (Very Unhealthy) to 7 (Very Healthy). We also asked which representation made it easier to determine. When asked which representation made it easier to determine healthiness, 46% of respondents selected photos, 22% selected nutrition labels, and the remainder had no preference. For participants that preferred photos, many expressed having an image in their mind of what healthy and unhealthy looked like, but knowing less about nutritional contents: “I think I have roughly accurate pictures in my mind of what a healthy vs. not healthy food looks like, but I'm realizing I don't really know the nutritional makeup of any of these things with any sort of decent accuracy” (SP190). Many respondents that preferred photos also reported advantages of photos over nutrition labels, such as being able to determine portion sizes, the method of cooking, or whether food was processed: “I have a hard time understanding size, and whether or not the food is heavily processed, which pictures convey” (SP170) and “photographs reveal quality” (SP179). The respondents that preferred nutritional labels generally worried about pictures hiding condiments and wanted precision in calorie counts, two points we revisit in examining field study responses.

To further examine respondent interpretation of food representations, we calculated the skewness of healthiness rankings for each food in each representation, using the adjusted Fisher-Pearson standardized moment coefficient with a 0.9 cutoff. The skew allowed us to determine the general trend in how respondents perceived the healthiness of each food and compare that trend across representation. The results of these comparisons fell into three groups, shown in Figure 3. We found foods that (1) had the same skew in both representations (e.g., hamburgers rated unhealthy in both, cucumbers rated healthy in both), (2) foods with skew in the photo but no skew in the label (e.g., salmon rated healthy in the photo, but had no skew in labels), and (3) opposing skew (e.g., mixed nuts rated healthy...
Figure 3. Respondents rated the healthiness of the same foods represented using Food Photos or Nutrition Labels. We found a) foods with agreement in skew in both representations, b) foods with skew in only the photo representation, c) foods with opposing skews in the representations, and d) more extreme ratings for Food Photos. In the photo, but unhealthy in labels). Consistent with our finding that calories are not primary in how many define healthy eating, these differences in skew show that low-level nutritional information often does not correspond with how people consider food healthiness.

In the photo representation, all foods had either a positive or negative skew. In contrast, only three foods had skew in the nutrition labels representation. Figure 3d illustrates the combined respondent ratings across all foods. Respondents overall ranked photos toward extremes (i.e., “very healthy” or “very unhealthy”). Nutrition labels for the same foods received a broader range of scores. We tested whether photos yield more extreme ratings using a chi-squared test, bucketing ratings in (1, 2, 6, 7) as extreme and ratings in (3, 4, 5) as neutral. Respondents were significantly more likely to give food an extreme rating with a photo representation than with a nutritional label representation $\chi^2(1, 4626) \approx 624, p <.001$. Food photos thus allowed respondents to develop a stronger opinion of the healthiness of foods, while nutrition labels left them unsure. This supports our prior discussion of respondent statements they prefer photos because they understand healthiness but are often unsure how to interpret nutritional information.

FIELD STUDY OF A LIGHTWEIGHT FOOD JOURNAL
Our survey reveals challenges in food journal design, mismatches between journals versus how people define healthy eating, and opportunities for photo-based capture. Because of the survey method, responses were based in recollections and hypothetical foods. We complement this with a field study examining photo-based journaling with the food that journalers encounter in their everyday lives.

We conducted our field study by developing a food journal organized around photos and does not include calories or nutrition information. We deployed it with 27 people to examine: (1) the impact of photo-based capture on food journaling challenges, (2) what value photos provide absent nutritional details, and (3) how journaling challenges and the value of photos vary according to journaler goals.

Figure 4. The DECAF mobile interface, showing a blank journal entry (left) and a scrolling journal view (right).

The DECAF Food Journal
We conduct our field study using a lightweight, photo-based journal, DECAF (Diary of Emotion, Context, And Food). It consists of two components: (1) a mobile application for easy food capture, and (2) a website for providing details and reflection. At the time of eating, a journaler simply opens the application and adds an entry with an “I Am Eating” button. Mobile journal entries can include a picture of the food, a description, and a rating of current mood (as seen in Figure 4). The myDECAF.org website allows providing additional detailed information about an entry, such as which meal of the day, the meal enjoyment rating, meal location, how many and with whom it was eaten, feelings after eating, and a description of the meal components (as seen in Figure 1). DECAF explicitly and intentionally does not log calories or other nutritional details, as our focus is on participant response to photo-based capture and reflection in comparison to prior journaling techniques.

Procedure
Participants installed DECAF on their own phone. We encouraged them to use the application for in-the-moment journaling and to then visit the website nightly to provide additional details. Participants were compensated $20 for
every week they journaled their food and provided details on the website. The study consisted of a one-hour pre-study session, use of the journal for four weeks, and a one-hour post-study session. Some participants who kept thorough journals were given the option to continue for up to 4 more weeks, with an additional one-hour interview.

In the initial session, we interviewed participants about their health goals, past journaling experiences, and eating routines. In the post-study session, we asked multiple choice and Likert scale questions and then a semi-structured interview. The interview began by asking participants to reflect on their four weeks of DECAF usage. We finished with a series of questions about advantages, disadvantages, difficulties, and valuable aspects of any prior journaling methods as well as those for photo-based journaling with DECAF. We transcribed the semi-structured interviews and used open coding techniques to extract themes.

**Participants**

We recruited 27 participants to use DECAF for between 4 and 8 weeks (not including 3 drop outs). Participants ranged in age from 21 to 64 years (M: 39, SD: 13) and had a range of health goals and journaling experience. Although all field participants indicated a general goal of wanting to make healthier food choices, their specific goals ranged from substantial weight loss to transitioning their diet to be vegan or vegetarian. Participants were in two trials:

Trial 1 consisted of 14 participants (after 2 drop outs) from the Seattle area. Participants were recruited from university and local mailing lists based on interest in food journaling. This trial included several people on vegetarian, vegan, and low-processed food diets. 10 people had previous food journaling experience. This trial ran November to January.

Trial 2 consisted of 13 participants (after 1 drop out) recruited from the University of Rochester Medical Center using ResearchMatch. All had a BMI >= 25, indicating they were overweight or obese. As in Trial 1, we recruited based on interest in food journaling, and 10 had previous experience. This trial ran January to February.

**FIELD STUDY RESULTS**

We present our field deployment results in terms of usage, the impact of lightweight journaling on challenges, the value of photos, and differences by journaler food goal.

**Usage**

Common challenges with long-term food journaling include compliance and data hoarding. Estimating compliance is difficult as there is no ground truth as to what food was consumed. To approximate compliance, we examine the journaling rate. Participants journaled for an average of 5.2 weeks, a total of 3569 entries, an average of 3.5 entries per participant per day. This suggests overall high usage.

We expected in-the-moment photo-based journaling to minimize hoarding, as a photo can only be taken before or during food consumption. To detect hoarding, we logged the eating time and the journaling time, then compared the timestamps. We defaulted the eating time to “Now” and asked participants to change it to match when they ate. Participants generally journaled within 10 minutes of eating (86% of all entries). Because 94% of entries created within 10 minutes of eating contained photos of the food, they were not susceptible to hoarding. In contrast, a journal entry created more than 30 minutes after eating normally did not contain a photo (12% of all entries were created more than 30 minutes after eating, only 20% of which include a photo). When delayed entries did contain a photo, it was often of dirty plates or empty wrappers. Although such photos would be difficult or impossible for transcription by an automated system or by other people, participants reported they supported their ability to remember what they ate.

**Impact of Lightweight Journaling on Challenges**

Similar to our survey findings, all field participants with prior food journaling experience reported their prior techniques made packaged food and fast food easiest to log, with home-cooked meals being more challenging. In contrast, photo journals lowered this barrier and leveled the playing field among meal types. Taking a picture is equally difficult regardless of preparation, and participants rated all food types at the same difficulty. 60% of field participants with prior journaling experience reported they sometimes did not journal a meal with their prior technique because it was too difficult. With photo-based journaling in DECAF, only 22% reported not journaling because it was too difficult. Participants still reported difficulty when food is eaten over time (e.g., appetizer, main dish, dessert) or in a sampling manner (e.g., a buffet, at a party). These types of meals require several entries throughout dining, increasing burden and the likelihood of forgetting or choosing to not journal [11].

With many journaling methods, it is difficult to log a meal if a journaler does not know the exact ingredients. 65% of field participants with prior experience reported not journaling with their prior technique because they did not know the ingredients. Knowing meal composition does not impact the ability to journal a meal with photos, and none of our participants reported not journaling for this reason.

There are also often social challenges surrounding food journaling. 55% of field study participants with prior journaling experience reported this was a challenge with their prior technique. Although publicly taking photos of food with phones has become more accepted, participants reported similar challenges with photo journals. 52% reported feeling awkward photographing food in front of others. The types of meals reported as most socially awkward to photograph were restaurant meals, dinner at a friend’s house, and food at a party. We note these are also contexts in which food often comes over time, and so this challenge may interact with the above challenge.

Finally, although participants reported photo-based capture reduced barriers to journaling, simply forgetting to journal remains a challenge. 95% of participants with prior experience reported forgetting to journal with their prior
Some participants expressed an emotional connection to when eating at work. Many said photos were the most salient feature: “the strength was obviously the photos” (FP34), “I think the pictures were great. With pictures you, even if there are no words there, you understand a lot” (FP11). During the final interview, we asked participants to talk aloud as they reflected on the most recent weeks of their journal. Many described looking only at photos, ignoring other information they collected: “I’m totally just looking at the picture” (FP4), “I’m just looking at the picture, that’s the interesting thing” (FP11).

**Who, What, Where, How**

Photos were not merely “the interesting thing”, as interview participants reported that photo context supported much richer recall (e.g., where a meal was eaten, what other tasks had been accomplished that day, who was eaten with, and the preparation and makeup of the food). FP9 stated “I can know what I ate, what I typically eat, I can remember the events, I can understand myself better”. Photo background often contained enough detail that participants knew where they had eaten (as in Figure 5c): “[mom] actually has nice tablecloths and really nice plates, so I know it’s her house” (FP11), “you can see my counter” (FP3). Participants also reported purposely including context so they could later know where they had eaten (e.g., FP4 included her laptop when eating at work).

Some participants expressed an emotional connection to photos that captured happy times they had with friends and family: “Having the picture reminded me of how I was feeling that day, and the context around it” (FP10). Some also reported purposely including people in photos so that they could better remember those times (as in Figure 5a). FP11 said “I purposely got my boyfriend’s hand [in the photo], because I wanted to remember that he was there”.

Survey respondents had expressed concern that nutritional labels often do not provide the preparation of food, such as what oils were used or the level of processing. Conversely, some had expressed concerns that photos might hide condiments or other high-calorie portions of a meal. In our field study, we found participants could use their photos in seeing or remembering these details of food they had eaten. FP13 was on a low-processed diet, and described being able to tell if her food met her goal by quickly scanning photos for wrappers: “From my pictures it’s pretty obvious to me if it was prepackaged or not.” Similarly, some participants reported scanning photos for color as an indication of the presence of more vegetables. Several said photos helped with determining portion sizes: “It gave you an idea of what your portions are […] ‘Wow, I ate way too much pasta in that bowl.’” (FP24). Finally, participants reported using cues in the photos to remember food that was not actually in the photo: “an empty muesli bowl looks different than an empty salad bowl, because my salad dressing always has balsamic vinegar in it, so it’s kinda brown, whereas muesli is kinda white” (FP5). Overall, participants reported they could flexibly interpret photos during reflection, including remembering context that would be difficult or impossible to recover with an automated system or by another person.

**Triggers and Trends**

Participants were able to use photos in making deeper connections that attributed cause to context. They often identified the places they were at and the people they were with as influences in why they made certain food choices: “[the photos] reminded me of what I ate and what was the situation” (FP6), “I know I ate all of these cookies because my friend came to visit” (FP11). Participants were also able to use photos in picking out higher-level trends confirming beliefs they had about themselves: “I eat too much pizza” (FP10), “I have salad for lunch every single day” (FP5), “For breakfast, I eat lots of the same things” (FP4). They also identified previously unrecognized patterns: “I don’t branch out as much as I thought I did, even when I go somewhere new, I kind of get what I always get somewhere else” (FP10), “I eat a lot of the same thing, and I eat kind of boring” (FP19), “I’m surprised at how many times I’m seeing things that I consider an exception to my diet!” (FP4), “I didn't eat as many fruits and vegetables as I thought” (FP16). Identifying triggers and trends can be an important use of a food journal in improving eating habits and identifying new goals. Participants used photos for this, but more explicit support could add lightweight tagging in support of more active sorting and filtering mechanisms, without imposing calories or nutritional details.

**Awareness and Mindfulness**

Wilde and Garvin define increased awareness of behavior as one of two complementary components in self-tracking [36]. Photo-based captured encouraged participants to journal at
the moment of eating, which they found helped them think about their food choices: “The simple action of logging makes me think about what I eat and how much of it” (FP6). Participants reported taking photos created additional mindfulness because they did not want unhealthy food to appear in their journal: “The fact that there would be a picture made me have healthier snacks” (FP19), “Do I really want to eat this? I'm capturing this image” (FP17), “I didn't want to take a picture of chips, or a bunch of really bad food, so I guess that kinda helped me make more healthy food choices, just the act of taking a picture” (FP2), “when I had to take a picture of it, I was more worried about what was in the picture, that there should be some fruits and vegetables” (FP16). Such reactions suggest calorie budgets or detailed nutritional information are not necessarily required for healthier in-the-moment decisions. If people already know what is healthy, the mindfulness of journaling can itself encourage healthier choices.

Differences by Goal
Our field study included two separate trials with participants with varying goals. Trial 1 contained participants with a general interest in food journaling, while Trial 2 contained only participants that were overweight or obese and trying to lose weight. Because our system did not contain calories or other nutrition details, we expected different reactions from participants according to their health goals. Although most participants across both trials saw value in photos as part of a food journal, we found differences in how the photos were used and the benefits they provided. Trial 1 participants generally found the lack of calories to be a strength, while most Trial 2 participants felt they needed calorie information to reach their weight goal: “I need to know calories” (FP24), “calories and nutrients, the things in the food really matter to me the most” (FP19), “I think someone starting out really needs [calories]” (FP20).

After using photo-based journaling, some Trial 2 participants changed their view, seeing additional value: “I think you can tell a lot from the pictures. You might not have your calorie count. But, am I eating something too fattening? Is my portion too large?” (FP28). When reflecting on their diary at the end of the study, several had strong reactions to actually seeing the photos of what they were eating: “When I would get on the computer, I would look at the diary and realize that I was on a really bad road. I realized what I was eating for the last month. It was awful!” (FP24) and “The history was kind of a wake up call for me” (FP25).

Several Trial 2 participants liked photos in conjunction with calorie information: “I would LOVE if I could see the picture on MyFitnessPal” (FP26). Many also decided to additionally track calories using other methods, using photos as a quick way to capture the foods consumed for later lookup: “easier to figure out what the calories are from the pictures” (FP22) and “For some meals, it's just really easy to take a picture.... Rather than sit there and type in every ingredient” (FP20). We have noted prior work uses photos as an intermediate capture to support later calorie entry, and our results support such a usage. But our broader results also show this should not be required nor assumed as the primary usage, and journals should instead support a variety of goals enabled by photo-based capture.

DISCUSSION
We found that photo-based capture and reflection can directly support a variety of food journaling practices in support of diverse goals. We now discuss our results relative to challenges participants reported with their prior techniques.

Journaling Without Judgment
13% of survey participants and 45% of field participants reported that in their prior journaling they sometimes chose not to journal because food exceeded their calorie budget or because the food was unhealthy. In contrast, none of our field participants reported avoiding journaling an entry for this reason. Photo-based journaling supported capture while avoiding creating feelings of failure and judgment: “[DECAF was] easier because there were no calorie counts, no judgments, but still makes you aware” (FP14). Such reactions suggest a potential for some separation between in-the-moment capture and more goal-oriented reflection. We have noted the act of journaling itself creates mindfulness, but that “bad” moments can create a sense of judgment that undermines capture and therefore later reflection. This is especially damaging if failing to capture those “bad” moments prevents a journaler from correctly diagnosing a trigger, identifying a trend, or achieving a goal. A design opportunity exists for considering how to support capture of “bad” moments while promoting outside-of-the-moment reflection in the context of goals.

Role of Personalization
Field participants wanted to track aspects of their diet that were not supported by DECAF or other existing journals. These include whether a food was organic or grass-fed, the level of processing of a food, and the oils used when cooking. 37% of our survey participants with prior journaling experience reported they stopped journaling due to reduced value over time, so providing mechanisms to set and track varied personal goals could help journalers stay motivated. People change their goals over time, and there is an opportunity for systems that allow people to change the goals of their journaling. For example, many participants mentioned trying to lose weight and then keep it off while eating more nutritiously. These are two distinct goals, and the support a system should provide when a person is trying to lose weight may be different than when trying to maintain weight and eat nutritiously. Journals should be configurable to support evolving personal goals.

Active Reminders
The top reported reason for not journaling food in our survey was simply forgetting. Although using photos as a capture mechanism lowered the journaling barrier, our field participants also struggled with remembering to log. Future systems could combine lightweight capture methods with
automatic reminders to log. For example, research is examining detection of visual or audio characteristics that correspond to eating [1,3,29,32]. Another possibility would be using journal history to identify routines that can prompt reminders at likely eating times. In contrast to proposals for automated journaling, a combination of lightweight capture and active reminders could keep journalers involved in capture, thus providing the benefits of mindfulness while reducing the burden of remembering to journal.

Journaling During Transitions
Long-term compliance is often a goal in self-tracking, but our results suggest targeted journaling at critical times may provide benefits without requiring long-term adoption. We administered the study over a time containing food-related holidays (American Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas) as well as New Years Day (when many set health goals).

For our student participants, the study also spanned the university transitions of finals week, winter break, and a new quarter. A trend in our interviews was a persistent optimism that, although their eating was not currently ideal, in the future it would be easier: “I want to go back to the normal. The past month is a lot different and a lot of times I couldn't really have the food I wanted to eat.” (FP9). Although optimism can be good, it can also encourage people to postpone changing behaviors because they hope it will be easier if they just wait a bit longer. Targeting journaling during times of transition may help people navigate these times with a higher level of awareness and help them implement habits in their new environment that can persist after journaling has ended.

Robustness to Missing Data
Survey respondents and field study participants reported many reasons for not logging a meal with prior techniques (e.g., forgetting, it being too difficult, not knowing the ingredients). Missed entries are particularly problematic for calorie-based food journals, as the primary feedback is quantitative (e.g., a sum relative to a budget, an average over the past week). Missed entries make this inaccurate, so one missed entry can derail an entire day or more of journaling: “it showed the amount of calories you took in that week but if you didn’t fill out most of the week it was sort of useless. So then I started with a lot of effort but as it started to go down, it sort of snow balled from there” (FP2).

As reported by Cordeiro et al. [11], participants reported that with prior techniques they often would not bother journaling after missing a single meal in a day, sometimes leading them to abandon journaling: “Too hard to remember to do it after every meal. Then I got discouraged once I got behind and was never able to catch up again.” (SP81).

In contrast, participants reported that forgetting to photograph a meal did not devalue journaling other meals, as each represented a self-contained data point. By focusing on a data presentation that does not require long periods of perfect compliance, missing a meal did not initiate longer periods of non-journaling. This suggests robustness toward missing data should be considered in the design of food journals. Even if photos are not a primary format, alternative presentations could better preserve value and motivation for journaling in the face of missing data.

Interpretability of Data Representation
Prior work finds calorie journals are inaccurate by as much as 20% to 50% [19,20], and 46% of our survey respondents preferred food represented as photos over nutrition labels. Even respondents with prior food journaling experience expressed difficulty interpreting nutrition labels without the context of the foods. Although that context is available during capture of the food a person eats, many journals remove the context in daily or weekly summaries that focus on a summary of calories or other nutritional details. The result is often a journal that is both inaccurate and difficult to interpret in the context of a person’s goals.

In contrast to measurement, photos emphasizes capture. Field study participants reported diverse value in photos as their primary data representation. Although some with specific weight-related goals also wanted calories, most felt photos provided information about what was eaten, how the food was cooked, with whom food was eaten, and the context surrounding the meal. Participants were able to interpret their journals to quickly determine whether they thought it was a healthy or unhealthy week, a personal judgment that can be difficult with nutritional summaries.

Participants were also able to identify trends and triggers that would have been masked in a nutritional summary. Photo-based representation is thus familiar and interpretable, allowing journalers to leverage existing food knowledge. Although there are important questions about how to help people improve food knowledge, our results show an opportunity for designs to exploit existing knowledge in support of diverse food-related goals.

CONCLUSION
People bring a variety of goals to food journaling, and they report prior techniques fail to support or even undermine their self-tracking. Our work has examined direct use of photos in a food journal to support capture and reflection. We deployed a lightweight photo-based food journal with 27 participants for between 4 to 8 weeks. Participants report photos ease capture, present information that is important to them (e.g. food variety, level of processing, vegetables), and support reflection to identify triggers and trends. Our work thus provides support for photo-based journaling to augment or sometimes replace methods focused on calories or other nutritional details. Photos can support journaling relevant to a variety of food-related goals, while also removing or reducing barriers associated with common methods.
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